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Abstract
Currently, there are several widely used commercial cloud-based services that attempt to recognize an individual’s emotions
based on their facial expressions. Most research into facial emotion recognition has used high-resolution, front-oriented,
full-face images. However, when images are collected in naturalistic settings (e.g., using smartphone’s frontal camera), these
images are likely to be far from ideal due to camera positioning, lighting conditions, and camera shake. The impact these
conditions have on the accuracy of commercial emotion recognition services has not been studied in full detail. To fill this
gap, we selected five prominent commercial emotion recognition systems—Amazon Rekognition, Baidu Research, Face++,
Microsoft Azure, and Affectiva—and evaluated their performance via two experiments. In Experiment 1, we compared the
systems’ accuracy at classifying images drawn from three standardized facial expression databases. In Experiment 2, we first
identified several common scenarios (e.g., partially visible face) that can lead to poor-quality pictures during smartphone
use, and manipulated the same set of images used in Experiment 1 to simulate these scenarios. We used the manipulated
images to again compare the systems’ classification performance, finding that the systems varied in how well they handled
manipulated images that simulate realistic image distortion. Based on our findings, we offer recommendations for developers
and researchers who would like to use commercial facial emotion recognition technologies in their applications.
Keywords Affective computing · Facial emotion recognition · Commercial emotion recognition systems · Non-ideal
conditions · Validation analysis

1 Introduction
A basic goal of most affective computing systems is to automatically recognize and react to human affective states during
interactions with human beings [18]. To this end, emotion
recognition is one of the most important sub-tasks of affective
computing [79,85] and has already been used in many realworld applications, including mental health systems [112],
education systems [102,105], and music recommendation
systems [21]. Furthermore, emotions are known to play a
crucial role in human daily lives, as they can aid decisionmaking, learning, communication, and situation awareness
in human-centric environments [85]. Thus, reliable emotion
recognition is seen as crucial for several other research fields
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including, but not limited to, psychology, social sciences, and
computer science.
Over the past few years, a variety of data sources including facial expressions, voice, body gestures, and linguistics
has been leveraged for emotion recognition by researchers
and industry [53]. Notwithstanding, given that facial expressions are the primary communication mode of non-verbal
emotional expressions [31,68], this particular data source is
still one of the preferred choices in the emotion recognition domain. Recently, with the increasing availability of 3D
sensors and corresponding devices, researchers are able to
acquire 3D dynamic facial expressions [11,12]. This methodology has the potential to provide more robust outcomes in
practical applications [19,107].
In our work, we focus on emotion recognition systems
that use 2D facial expressions as their data source. Such systems have been widely applied with the advent of commercial
platforms like Amazon Rekognition [5], Baidu Research [7],
Face++ [99], Google Vision [49], Microsoft Azure [78], and
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Affectiva [1]. Most of these platforms offer cloud-based processing via an Application Programming Interface (API) or
Software Development Kit (SDK) that enables developers
and researchers to include emotion recognition capabilities
in their applications [56].
However, to the best of our knowledge, only limited
research has been conducted on validating the reliability
and accuracy of different facial emotion recognition systems
[10,17,30,96]. Furthermore, these studies have focused on
model performance on selected databases rather than considering the imperfect conditions that might occur in real-world
scenarios. For example, given the variation in individual
habitual behaviors and the physical restrictions of smartphone cameras and surrounding environments, it is common
that a user’s face is only partially visible or that the light conditions are too dark or too bright in photographs taken using
front-facing smartphone cameras [61]. In such situations, it
is currently unclear which facial emotion recognition system
will yield the best results.
To fill this gap, we conducted two experiments. First, we
utilized three publicly available datasets containing emotionlabeled high-quality full-face photographs to evaluate five
commercial automatic facial emotion recognition systems.
Then, we determined possible causes of poor-quality face
images in naturalistic settings (i.e., a person using their
smartphone) and classified them into the following categories: rotation, partially visible face, brightness, blur, and
noise. We then evaluated the five commercial automatic facial
emotion recognition systems using manipulated images representing different examples of each category.
Thus, the contribution of this paper is threefold:
(1) We conducted an assessment of five commercial automatic facial expression recognition systems in a variety
of conditions, such as high-quality full-face images and
a variety of poor-quality images;
(2) We identified different scenarios that can lead to poorquality phone camera images taken in real-world scenarios, and created a set of images with different poor-quality
conditions (e.g., different degrees of blur or noise). This
mechanism can be used in future work aimed at assessing
the reliability of emotion recognition systems that rely on
facial expressions;
(3) We provide recommendations to the research community
regarding the limitations and emotion recognition capabilities of each system.

2 Related work
In this section, we describe research in topics related to our
study, namely emotion recognition, facial emotional expression, and methods for facial emotion recognition systems.
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2.1 Emotion recognition
Emotional expression refers to how people communicate
internal affective states to others through both verbal and
non-verbal behaviors [2,18,45,50,104,108]. During human
communication, people can easily perceive the emotional
states of others from multiple signals, for example, a happy
emotional state from a smiley face and positive words, or a
sad emotional state from a slight frown and a tearful tone.
However, it is challenging to enable computers to deduce
high-level affective states from low-level signal cues. This
is mainly because of the gap between the extracted feature
representation and human affective states, or the complexity
of fusion patterns of different features [40,52,63].
Over the years, several approaches and algorithms have
been proposed to detect people’s emotional states. Some of
them are based on the classification and analysis of facial
expression including 2D and 3D representations [11,12,77,
92,93], body language or posture [25,47,76], speech [69,94],
written text [3,71] and physiological signals [4,54]. Among
different available data sources, Ekman states that facial
expression is “the most commanding” [31], and more than
other behaviors can be “quite intense even when a person is
alone” [31]. In other words, analyzing facial expressions is
one of the most direct ways to study human emotion.

2.2 Facial emotional expression
In Darwin’s seminal work, The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals [26], he posited that “facial
expressions are the residual actions of more complete behavioral responses, and occur in combination with other bodily
responses—vocalizations, postures, gestures, skeletal muscle movements, and physiological responses” [68,91]. More
recently, researchers have theorized that all people express
emotions via common facial expressions [35,37,39,58,74].
In other words, there exists a certain degree of universality in
emotion representation through facial expressions, a position
termed the universality hypothesis. Others question universality and propose that facial expressions of emotion vary
with culture and language [8,59,80,90]. Some researchers
argue that people interpret facial expressions in terms of the
social situations in which they occur [20]. Despite such controversy, both proponents and critics agree that human beings
can express and obtain emotional information through facial
movements [80]. Most of the commercial emotion recognition systems today exactly rely on facial expressions to
achieve emotion recognition function and provide related services.
Furthermore, studies have shown that facial expressions
are recognizable in terms of different discrete emotion categories [9,18,32,36,41,57,75]. In particular, works on emotion
recognition using facial expressions have classified six basic
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emotions that are typically recognizable: anger, disgust, fear,
happiness, sadness, and surprise [14,33,73,101]. Facial emotion analysis has been an active topic within the research
community, and recently several commercial facial emotion recognition systems have become available that focus
mostly on these six basic emotions. Our goal in this study
is to evaluate how five commonly used commercial emotion
recognition systems perform when they are challenged with
analyzing naturalistic facial photographs.

2.3 Methods for facial emotion recognition systems
A widely used approach for classifying facial expressions is
based on the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) developed
by Ekman and Friesen [38,42]. FACS describes facial behaviors in terms of a set of specific Action Units (AUs) each of
which is associated with an individual face muscle or muscle
group [38,42]. Using this approach, trained human coders can
manually deconstruct and annotate nearly any possible facial
activity as a combination of AUs. Follow-up work proposed a
derivative of FACS called Emotion FACS (EMFACS), which
focuses only on subsets of AUs that are likely to have universal emotional significance [43]. Performing analysis using
FACS requires professional training and manual coding that
is time- and labor-intensive, and until the 1980s most studies
were completed by philosophers and psychologists [60,111].
With advances in computer technologies, such as machine
learning, researchers began to design software tools for
automated AU annotation and emotion recognition in order
to overcome the limitations of FACS [13,67,97,103,110].
Automatic facial emotion recognition systems work in three
stages: face detection, feature extraction, and emotion recognition. Given a still image, the system first determines the
regions where faces are present. Then, by detecting specific
AUs or facial landmarks such as eyes, eyebrow, and mouth,
the system extracts and forms feature groups to represent
the facial expressions. Finally, by applying machine learning
algorithms such as naïve Bayes, decision tree, linear regression, or support vector machine, the system maps feature
groups onto emotional states.
Recently, researchers have been further turning to 3D
facial expressions and propose to improve facial feature
tracking and emotion recognition based on 3D face scans.
Compared with 2D facial expressions, 3D facial expressions
are more robust with respect to the uncertainties and some
external disturbances [11]. Most of these works focused on
building generic 3D models based on manually extracted
facial landmarks and corresponding features [48,72].
However, in terms of both 2D and 3D facial expressions,
these extracted feature groups are low-level handcrafted
features, and while having yielded promising classification
accuracy, they are domain specific and do not perform well
when generalized to varying real-world scenarios [86].
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To address this issue, high-level visual features or representations were recently extracted using deep learning
approaches such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
[22,64,86,87] and recurrent neural networks (RNNs), including long short-term memories (LSTMs) and gated recurrent
units (GRUs) [51,89]. Compared with low-level handcrafted
features, deep neural network feature extraction can learn
hierarchical features that are more generalizable and representative [51]. Not only that deep neural networks can
also automate feature extraction and selection and achieve
a much better emotion recognition performance than traditional machine learning models. For this reason, most of the
current commercial facial emotion recognition systems rely
on deep learning approaches to build their models and provide relevant recognition services.

3 Study overview
The aim of this study was to validate five popular commercial
facial emotion recognition systems with respect to their performance in real-world usage scenarios, e.g., when people
are using their smartphones. We designed two experiments:
Experiment 1 investigated the five systems’ performance on
several facial emotion expression databases; Experiment 2
identified possible reasons for poor-quality photographs in
real-world scenarios and examined how such photographs
impacted the systems’ performance. Before detailing both
experiments, we describe the emotion recognition systems
that we used in both experiments.

3.1 Facial emotion recognition system
There are numerous facial analysis products on the market
today, which provide multiple services typically including
face detection, face verification, and emotion recognition.
However, previous works tend to select a given product without carefully considering performance before embedding it
into their technologies. The selected system, therefore, may
sometimes fail to provide adequate performance given the
system’s characteristics. In this study, in order to evaluate
the potential performance and limitation of recognition systems, we chose five widely used commercial products (see
Table 1) fulfilling the following criteria:

(1) has an existing API or SDK;
(2) recognizes at least six basic emotional categories [33–35]
(highlighted in Table 1);
(3) returns a confidence or probability value for the detected
emotion.
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Table 1 Commercial facial emotion recognition services
Software platform

Emotions detected

Response

Approach

Amazon Rekognition

Angry, disgusted, fear, happy, sad,
surprised calm, confused, unknown

Confidence range: [0,100]

Deep neural network

Baidu Research

Anger, disgust, fear, happy, sad, surprise
neutral

Probability range: [0,1]

Deep neural network

Face++

Anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness,
surprise neutral

Confidence range: [0,100]

Deep neural network

Microsoft Azure

Anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness,
surprise neutral, contempt

Intensity range: [0,1]

Deep neural network

Affectiva

Anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise
contempt

Probability range: [0,100]

AFFDEX algorithm

Table 2 Test set (static pictures)

Angry

Disgust

123

Total

22

23

23

23

21

22

159

67

67

67

67

67

67

469

WSEFEP

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

210

122

119

120

120

120

118

119

838

https://aice.uva.nl/research-tools/adfes-stimulus-set/adfesstimulus-set.html.
http://www.emotional-face.org/.

Neutral

25

First, we introduce the three facial expression databases
that we used in our experiments: the Amsterdam Dynamic
Facial Expressions Set (ADFES1 ) [106], the Radboud Faces
Database (RaFD2 ) [65], and the Warsaw Set of Emotional
Facial Expression Pictures (WSEFEP3 ) [81]. These contain
pictures of various emotional expressions, validated by FACS
coders and non-expert human judges [96]. In this study, we
evaluated seven emotions that were present in all databases
including the six basic emotions (angry, disgust, fear, happy,
sad, and surprise) and a neutral facial expression.
ADFES This database contains both dynamic and static
emotional expressions displayed by 22 models. The set
includes 10 female and 12 male actors (who are either
Northern European or Mediterranean) showing ten emotions
(anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise, neutral, contempt,
pride, and embarrassment). The used set consists of 159 static
pictures.
RaFD This database contains a picture set of emotional
expressions displayed by 67 models. This facial database
includes 25 females and 42 males (who are either Caucasian
or Moroccan) expressing eight emotions (anger, disgust, fear,

http://www.rafd.nl/.

Surprise

67

4.1 Databases

3

Sad

RaFD

4 Experiment 1: performance evaluation
using ideal images

2

Happy

ADFES

Total

1

Fear

happiness, sadness, surprise, neutral, and contempt). The
used set consists of 469 static pictures.
WSEFEP This database contains a set of 210 emotional
pictures captured from 30 individuals. The full set includes 16
female and 14 male models covering seven emotions (anger,
disgust, fear, enjoyment, sadness, surprise, neutral). The used
set consists of 210 static pictures.
Similar to previous work [96], we combined the selected
subsets from ADFES, RaFD, and WSEFEP to form a whole
set as our validation database, which consists of 122 angry,
119 disgust, 120 fear, 120 happy, 120 sad, 118 surprise, and
119 neutral images (838 pictures in total, see Table 2).

4.2 Method
4.2.1 Overall procedure
Due to the source codes of the commercial tools being encapsulated, i.e., the exact details of the inner workings of these
tools are unknown and developers can only access the provided APIs or SDKs, we utilized a black box testing approach
[84].
The overall procedure to determine an emotion expressed
by a person within an image is shown in Fig. 1. The overall procedure can be divided into five stages as follows:
(1) image selection: we chose every image from the aforementioned validation database and inputted them to each of
the five commercial systems; (2) image analysis: after each
system completes the analysis, we received and saved the
corresponding result responses; (3) attribute extraction: we
extracted the emotional attributes along with their confidence
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Fig. 1 Overall procedure

or probability values from the results; (4) emotion recognition: we selected the highest confidence or probability value
of all detected emotions and marked this emotion as the detection label; (5) ground truth comparison: we compared the
detection label with the ground truth label from the validation database to assess the recognition correctness.
If the detection label of a picture matched with the ground
truth label for a given picture, that classification was labeled
as “correct”; otherwise, the classification was labeled as
“incorrect.” If the system failed to detect the face in the picture, e.g., because it was only partially visible, there were no
emotion recognition and an empty response: in such cases,
the classification was labeled as “missed.”

4.2.2 Comparison criteria
We used criteria similar to previous works to assess the
emotion recognition systems [17,67,96], including matching score, precision, and F1 score, which we describe next.
Matching score (MS) measures the system’s ability to
correctly recognize an emotion category from a particular
class (e.g., happiness, sadness, etc.) of emotional expression pictures, which is also called true positive rate or
recall. A higher matching score means that the system has
a higher accuracy on this type of emotional expression pictures. Specifically,

MS =

true positive
true positive + false negative + missed

(1)

where “true positive” means the detection label matches the
ground truth label; “false negative” means the detection label
contradicts the ground truth label; “missed” means the system
fails to detect an emotion (no detection label), among all
images with the same annotated label.
Precision denotes the system’s reliability of recognizing
results, which is also called positive predictive value. A
higher precision value indicates a higher confidence level,
when classifying an expression picture as a certain emotional
category. It can be defined as:

Precision =

true positive
true positive + false positive

(2)

F1 Score is a balance between MS and precision. We
calculated an F1 score in which MS and precision contribute
equally by:

F1 = 2 ·

Precision · MS
Precision + MS

(3)

where the F1 score reaches its best value at 1 and worst value
at 0.
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Table 3 Experiment 1 results.
Matching score (%), precision
(%), F1 score, overall accuracy
(%), and detection rate (%)

K. Yang et al.

Amazon
Surprise

89.8

97.5

99.2

100.0

97.5

92.0

68.8

74.7

49.8

0.812

0.855

0.659

68.3

90.0

49.2

62.5

7.5

82.8

97.3

95.2

100.0

50.0

0.749

0.935

0.649

0.769

0.130

MS

83.2

91.6

95.0

93.3

89.9

Precision

96.1

97.3

86.9

100.0

75.4

0.892

0.944

0.908

0.965

0.820

MS

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

94.2

Precision

100.0

100.0

99.2

100.0

96.6

1.000

1.000

0.996

1.000

0.954

MS

90.8

98.3

82.5

90.0

63.3

Precision

90.1

92.2

81.2

86.4

62.3

0.904

0.952

0.818

0.882

0.628

MS

77.1

96.7

48.4

48.4

50.8

Precision

82.5

93.7

86.8

92.2

88.6

F1
Neutral

0.947

Precision

F1
Angry

0.806

MS

F1
Sad

Affectiva

73.1

F1
Happy

Microsoft

Precision

F1
Disgust

Face++

MS
F1

Fear

Baidu

0.797

0.952

0.621

0.635

MS

98.3

96.6

97.5

100.0

Precision

86.0

99.1

70.3

64.3

F1
Overall accuracy
Detection rate

0.917

0.978

0.817

0.646

0.783

86.8

95.8

81.5

84.7

67.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

97.4

Bold values indicate the highest value (horizontal direction) among all systems under different conditions

4.3 Results
Table 3 depicts all detailed values of Experiment 1. Figure 2
shows the confusion matrix for each emotion recognition
system.
We found that the emotion happy was the easiest to identify and classify. All emotion recognition systems achieved
≈ 100.0% MS, precision and F1 score, except for Affectiva
(94.2% MS, 96.6% precision, 0.954 F1 score). For surprise
and neutral, Microsoft Azure had the highest MS (100.0%
and 100.0%), but Baidu achieved the highest precision value
(92.0% and 99.1%). In other words, given a surprise (or
neutral) annotated facial expression image, Microsoft Azure
was more likely to recognize the emotion correctly; however, if given a facial expression image without annotated
ground truth, the surprise (or neutral) recognition result from
Baidu had more credibility. In contrast, for fear Baidu had
the highest MS (90.0%), but Microsoft Azure had the highest Precision value (100.0%). For disgust, Face++ achieved
the highest MS (95.0%), yet Microsoft Azure performed the
best on the Precision value (100.0%). Finally, for sad and
angry, Baidu had the best performance on both MS (98.3%
and 96.7%) and precision value (92.2% and 93.7%). In terms
of F1 score from each emotion category, Baidu performed
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the best on surprise, fear, sad, angry, and neutral (0.947,
0.935, 0.952, 0.952, and 0.978); Microsoft Azure performed
the best on disgust (0.965), while Amazon, Baidu, Face++,
and Microsoft Azure performances were equally comparable
to each other on happy (≈ 1.000).
We measured the overall accuracy of each emotion
recognition system by globally counting the total number
of true positives. Baidu had the highest overall accuracy
value (95.8%), with Amazon second (86.8%), followed
by Microsoft Azure (84.7%), Face++ (81.5%), and finally
Affectiva (67.0%). Furthermore, while Affectiva failed to
detect a face in 2.6% of the pictures, other systems performed
particularly well and did not produce any detection failures.
Figure 2 shows that surprise, disgust, happy, and neutral
expressions were rarely confused with other emotions by the
recognition systems. For other emotion categories, we found
the following:

(1) Amazon, Face++, Microsoft Azure, and Affectiva usually underpredict the fear emotion but overpredict the
surprise emotion;
(2) Affectiva usually underpredicts the sad emotion but overpredicts the disgust emotion;
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Fig. 2 Confusion Matrix for Experiment 1. (sur = surprise; fea = fear; dis = disgust; hap = happy; sad = sad; ang = angry; neu = neutral). Affectiva
cannot detect neutral expression

(3) Face++ and Microsoft Azure usually underpredict the
angry emotion but overpredict the neutral emotion, while
Affectiva usually underpredicts the angry emotion but
overpredicts the sad emotion.
Generally, fear and angry expressions were the most challenging to identify and classify.

5 Experiment 2: performance evaluation
using reduced quality images
Facial emotion recognition systems typically perform best
when inputting high-quality images that show a person’s
full face, as they are trained and tested on pristine image
databases. However, in practice, such requirements are
unlikely to be satisfied, as distortions are quite likely to be
encountered during image acquisition, transmission, or storage [27]. For example, in recent work, where researchers
continuously collected photographs from the front-facing
camera of 11 smartphone users for 2 weeks, only 29% of
the time was the user’s full face visible, while most of the
time the face was only partially visible [61]. Thus, during
smartphone use it is not realistic to expect that images collected will always contain the users’ full faces. This is of
particular importance as several previous studies have shown
that the way people hold their smartphones can influence the
performance of facial analysis algorithms [16,61,66].

This problem attracts much attention from researchers
since it is impossible to avoid when implementing facial emotion recognition algorithms in real-life products. Especially
for applications that need real-time facial emotion recognition capability (e.g., E-learning monitoring or mental health
management systems), a more robust recognition framework
that can (nearly) continually detect human emotion over time,
regardless of image or video quality, is essential. Researchers
have begun attempting to apply off-the-shelf recognition systems in different environments [95]. Thus, a comprehensive
validation study of current commercial facial emotion recognition systems on images of varying quality is warranted.
After a comprehensive consideration of in-the-wild user
behaviors and image quality distortions, we identified five
potential reasons for poor-quality natural photographs: rotation, partial face, brightness, blur, and noise. These are the
most common distortions known to impact the performance
of deep neural networks [24,28,29,62,88,98]. We augmented
the validation database of Experiment 1 using these five distortions (see Table 4) and then quantitatively investigated
changes in performance for each of the facial recognition systems. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to take into
account both user behaviors and image quality distortions in
a large-scale evaluation of commercial facial emotion recognition systems on multi-type and multi-granularity level.
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Table 4 Augmented test set
(static pictures)

Angry

Disgust

Fear

Happy

Sad

Surprise

Neutral

Total

Rotation

732

714

720

720

720

708

714

5028

Partial Face

976

952

960

960

960

944

952

6704

Brightness

732

714

720

720

720

708

714

5028

Blur

366

357

360

360

360

354

357

2514

Noise

366

357

360

360

360

354

357

2514

Total

3172

3094

3120

3120

3120

3068

3094

21,788

Fig. 3 Example of rotation manipulations

5.1 Rotation
Rotation occurs when photographs are taken from diverse
angles by users. The rotation operation is achieved through a
geometric transformation by the specified angle θ . We used
OpenCV and Python to rotate each photograph around its
center from −45◦ to 45◦ in steps of 15◦ , without scaling or
cropping. We set 45◦ as the boundary value because pictures
will be auto-rotated on some smartphone devices if they are
tilted too far. For example, if taking photographs in portrait
mode on some devices, the resulting photographs will be
rotated by 90◦ . Figure 3 shows an example of the image
rotation. Here, a negative θ means clockwise rotation, and
vice versa.
Table 5 and Fig. 4 show the emotion recognition results
for the rotated images. We found that Amazon, Baidu, and
Face++ performed well and were stable to different θ . Their
overall accuracies for the rotated images were almost as good
as for the original images. However, Microsoft Azure and
Affectiva were vulnerable to rotation manipulation. Their
detection accuracies decreased significantly when the absolute value of θ increased. Overall, Baidu had the highest
accuracy value, followed by Amazon and Face++.
There are several specific results worth mentioning: (1)
Microsoft Azure’s performance was resilient when |θ | =
15◦ , 30◦ ; however, performance began to decrease when
|θ | > 30◦ and deteriorated further at |θ | = 45◦ (OA =
4.2%, θ = −45◦ ; OA = 3.1%, θ = 45◦ ); (2) there
was little change to Affectiva’s performance at |θ | = 15◦ ;
Affectiva presented a substantial performance decrease when
|θ | > 15◦ , and it stopped functioning at |θ | = 30◦ , 45◦
(OA = 0.0%); (3) compared with Microsoft Azure, Affec-
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tiva was more sensitive to rotation manipulation; (4) when
|θ | = 15◦ , Microsoft Azure performed better than Face++.
In terms of detection rates, Amazon, Baidu, and Face++
had the best results with 100.0%. However, Microsoft Azure
only detected a face in ≈ 5% of the photographs when |θ | =
45◦ ; Affectiva performed worse as it failed to detect a face
in all photographs when |θ | = 30◦ , 45◦ , further explaining
why the overall accuracy of these two systems diminished
with the change in rotation degrees.

5.2 Partial face
Partially visible face images are common when devices are
naturally held by users [61]. We considered both portrait and
landscape orientations and further classified partial face into
eight sub-categories: left quarter (LQ), left half (LH), right
quarter (RQ), right half (RH), up quarter (UQ), up half (UH),
down quarter (DQ), and down half (DH). We implemented
the CascadeClassifier in OpenCV [82] and then manipulated
photographs for the partial face experiment using two steps:
first, we determined the rectangular region of the face using
the CascadeClassifier; second, we shifted this region on the xaxis or y-axis through coordinate translation. Figure 5 shows
an example of partial face manipulations in both x-axis and yaxis. We did not consider three quarters scale face translations
(e.g., left three quarters or up three quarters), since the vast
majority of facial landmarks (or AUs) are concentrated in
brow, lid, eyes, nose, cheek, and lip [38]. When shifting the
face in a photograph by three quarters, it will leave only
ears (left, right three quarters), chin (up three quarters), or
forehead (down three quarters) that contribute little to facial
emotion recognition.
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Table 5 Detailed results of
rotation manipulations

Amazon
θ = −45◦

Baidu

1455

Face++

Microsoft

Affectiva

OA

86.8

93.4

80.8

4.2

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

5.1

0.0
0.0

θ = −30◦

OA

86.4

95.6

81.0

79.5

0.0

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

99.5

0.0

θ = −15◦

OA

86.0

94.6

80.8

83.3

68.3

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

96.9

Original

OA

86.8

95.8

81.5

84.7

67.0

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

97.4

θ = 15◦

OA

87.4

95.6

81.6

84.3

66.2

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

94.0

θ = 30◦

OA

87.7

95.2

81.2

80.2

0.0

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

99.3

0.0

θ = 45◦

OA

88.1

93.2

81.0

3.1

0.0

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

5.0

0.0

Bold values indicate the highest value (horizontal direction) among all systems under different conditions
OA overall accuracy (%), DR detection rate (%)
Fig. 4 Overall accuracy under
different rotation angles

An overview of the accuracy values and detection rates
is shown in Table 6. For partial face manipulation on the xaxis, Fig. 6a reveals that Amazon, Baidu, and Face++ were
relatively resilient to partial face manipulation. Their performance began to worsen only when facing a high-level visible
face change (LH or RH). Overall, Amazon showed the greatest resiliency and had the highest overall accuracy values at
high-level visible face changes (LH and RH); Baidu performed best at low-level visible face changes (LQ and RQ).
As for Microsoft Azure, it performed well at low-level visible face changes with the second-highest overall accuracy
values (89.6% and 87.0%) for LQ and RQ. However, it was
quite sensitive to high-level visible face changes and struggled to detect any face for LH and RH. Affectiva had the
lowest accuracy values and detection rates at all levels of
partial face manipulation. It is also noteworthy that the overall accuracy of all systems was approximately symmetrical

to the original image, except for Affectiva. This is probably
due to similar characteristics (e.g., approximate number of
facial landmarks) on both sides of the face.
For partial face manipulation on the y-axis, Fig. 6b
shows that all systems were highly sensitive to visible
face changes in portrait orientation. Even for low-level
visible face changes, their performance decreased significantly. In general, Baidu produced the best overall accuracy
results; Amazon and Face++ performed just slightly worse.
Microsoft Azure had a similar performance to Amazon and
Face++ at low-level visible face changes, but failed completely to detect a face at high-level visible face changes
(0.0% and 0.0% at both DH and UH). Affectiva had a large
number of detection failures from low-level visible changes
(12.9% detection rate at DQ and 11.8% detection rate at
UQ). Furthermore, when examining the trend of the systems’ performance, our results show that all systems, except
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Fig. 5 Example of partial face
manipulations

Table 6 Detailed results of
partial face manipulations

Amazon

Baidu

Face++

LH

OA

76.5

57.9

35.7

DR

100.0

88.8

LQ

OA

87.2

94.6

DR

100.0

OA

Microsoft

Affectiva

0.1

0.0

69.5

0.5

0.0

77.0

89.6

4.7

100.0

100.0

100.0

6.8

86.3

94.8

77.8

87.0

51.7

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

99.6

78.4

OA

71.6

68.3

31.9

0.0

0.1

DR

100.0

96.2

66.2

0.0

0.1

Original

OA

86.8

95.8

81.5

84.7

67.0

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

97.4

DH

OA

20.4

29.4

25.8

0.0

0.1

DR

99.8

58.2

99.5

0.0

0.1

OA

56.9

72.9

61.3

50.5

7.0

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

96.8

12.9

RQ
RH

DQ
UQ
UH

OA

73.0

93.1

81.2

82.1

5.6

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

11.8

OA

54.9

58.5

47.0

0.0

0.0

DR

100.0

90.3

95.2

0.0

0.3

Bold values indicate the highest value (horizontal direction) among all systems under different conditions
OA overall accuracy (%), DR detection rate (%)

for Affectiva, were always more sensitive to the downward
direction manipulation (e.g., DQ and DH) than the upward
direction manipulation (e.g., UQ and UH). This is likely due
to these systems having a bias toward features present in the
lower part of a face.
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5.3 Brightness
Brightness is a key factor that impacts the quality of
images taken in real-world scenarios. A universally accepted
approach is to divide brightness problems into two categories: overexposure and underexposure [55]. When taking
a photograph with strong lighting, the image sensor will cap-
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Fig. 6 Overall accuracy of partial face manipulations. OR Original

Fig. 7 Example of brightness manipulations

ture too much light and make the photographs lose some
highlight details (called overexposure). On the contrary,
when taking a photograph with poor lighting, the image sensor will capture too little light and make the photograph lose
some shadow details (called underexposure). In this experiment, we varied the brightness of the images from 75%
reduction (−75%) to 75% enhancement (+75%) in steps of
15% by decreasing/increasing the value of every pixel in each
image. We note that an image will become completely black
or white if the brightness is reduced or increased by 100%.
Figure 7 shows an example of the brightness levels we tested.
Results for all facial emotion recognition systems are
shown in Table 7. Figure 8 depicts the overall accuracy of all
systems under different brightness conditions. Our results
show that the ranking of system in terms of overall accuracy remained consistent at low and medium degrees of
brightness changes (25% and 50% reduction/enhancement).
Baidu was the top performing system; Amazon and Microsoft
Azure ranked similarly (but Amazon performed better at a
medium degree of enhancement; Microsoft Azure performed
better at medium degree of reduction), followed by Face++
and Affectiva. However, for the highest degree of brightness
changes (75% reduction/enhancement), the performance of
all systems experienced a sharp decline: Baidu remained the
relatively most accurate with dark images (36.5%), whereas
Amazon achieved better performance on the overall accuracy for bright images (45.2%) with a high detection rate of
95.0%. Another interesting observation is that the detection
rates of Amazon were relatively stable (≥ 94%) across all

degrees of brightness changes, which contributed toward relatively good performance in terms of overall accuracy of this
system (Table 7).

5.4 Blur
Blur is a common factor in poor-quality images and can be
caused by long exposure time, movement of the camera, or
inappropriate focus when using a smartphone or other handheld cameras [27,109]. In this experiment, we used Gaussian
Blur with different granularities implemented by the Python
Imaging Library (PIL) to model and simulate image blur
that can occur in a real-world scenario. As recommended by
Gedraite and Hadad [44], we set the blur radius (the standard
deviation of Gaussian) σ to three values: 1, 3, and 10, to represent low, medium, and high image blurring, respectively.
An example of this manipulation is shown in Fig. 9.
We show the overall results in Table 8. Figure 10 reveals
that all systems showed stable performance when it comes
to low (σ = 1) and medium (σ = 3) levels of image
blur. Specifically, Baidu achieved the best performance with
96.1% (σ = 1) and 95.0% (σ = 3) overall accuracy values; Amazon had the second-best performance with 86.8%
and 86.0% accuracy values (on σ = 1, 3); Microsoft Azure
(85.0%) performed better than Face++ (81.5%) at low-level
blurring, but Face++ (81.9%) yielded a higher accuracy result
than Microsoft Azure (80.3%) at medium-level blurring.
Another finding was that Baidu, Microsoft Azure, and Affectiva showed a significant decrease at high-level blurring, in
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Table 7 Detailed results of
brightness manipulations

Amazon
−75%
−50%

Baidu

Face++

Microsoft

Affectiva

OA

30.6

36.5

24.2

9.7

DR

94.9

69.2

77.0

14.8

12.8
29.5

OA

67.5

87.2

65.8

80.9

64.0

DR

100.0

99.8

100.0

99.5

96.4

−25%

OA

85.1

95.0

77.1

84.8

70.0

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

98.2

Original

OA

86.8

95.8

81.5

84.7

67.0

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

97.4

OA

86.8

95.2

80.6

85.4

66.6

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

96.8

OA

78.0

82.6

71.8

71.1

58.1

DR

100.0

90.7

99.6

92.4

90.8

OA

45.2

3.8

22.4

0.5

7.0

DR

95.0

5.6

53.0

0.8

12.2

25%
50%
75%

Bold values indicate the highest value (horizontal direction) among all systems under different conditions
OA overall accuracy (%), DR detection rate (%)
Fig. 8 Overall accuracy under
different brightness conditions

Fig. 9 Example of blur
manipulations



,
which their overall accuracies fell by 45.5% 95.8−52.2
95.8
50.6%, and 50.0%, respectively. However, there was little
effect on Amazon and Face++. Therefore, at high-level blurring, Amazon worked best; Face++ was the second best;
followed by Baidu, Microsoft Azure, and Affectiva. In terms
of stability, our results show that Amazon and Face++ performed better than the other systems.
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5.5 Noise
Image noise is usually a form of electronic noise [15], and
it is typically caused by the internal sensors of cameras
[15,27,109]. In practice, noise can obscure image details,
degrade its quality, or even make the image completely unusable. Previous works have commonly modeled image noise
using Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) [70,83],
since it can effectively mimic the noise that occurs in real
world. Therefore, in this experiment, we also used AWGN to
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Table 8 Detailed results of blur
manipulations

Amazon
Original
σ =1
σ =3
σ = 10

Baidu
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Face++

Microsoft

Affectiva

OA

86.8

95.8

81.5

84.7

67.0

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

97.4

OA

86.8

96.1

81.5

85.0

68.6

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

96.9

OA

86.0

95.0

81.9

80.3

60.5

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

95.3

OA

83.2

52.2

75.1

41.8

33.5

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

82.8

Bold values indicate the highest value (horizontal direction) among all systems under different conditions
OA overall accuracy (%), DR detection rate (%)
Fig. 10 Overall accuracy under
different blur conditions

simulate natural noise in digital images. We set the standard
deviation of the noise to be: 10, 40, and 70, to represent low,
medium, and high noise levels, respectively. Figure 11 shows
an example of noise manipulations.
Table 9 summarizes the overall results of the noise manipulations. Figure 12 shows that (1) at low noise level (σ = 10),
all systems’ performance remained basically unchanged and
kept the same ranking positions: Baidu, Amazon, Microsoft
Azure, Face++, and Affectiva; (2) at medium noise level (σ =
40), all systems showed a decrease in accuracy values, but the
performance of Microsoft Azure and Face++ deteriorated at
a slower rate (by 4.1% and 4.5%, respectively), whereas the
performance of Baidu, Amazon, and Affectiva deteriorated
quicker (by 18.1%, 12.8%, and 59.3%, respectively); (3) at
high noise level (σ = 70), the performance of Baidu, Amazon, and Affectiva still fell much quicker compared to that
of Microsoft Azure and Face++. In general, Microsoft Azure
and Face++ showed greater reliability in terms of processing
images with medium- and high-level noise strength.

6 Discussion
In this study, we evaluated the performance of five commercial facial emotion recognition systems both with high-

quality front facing images and images whose quality had
been reduced by common real-world distortions (rotation,
partial face, brightness, blur, noise).

6.1 Facial emotion recognition under ideal
conditions
When identifying emotions from full-face high-quality photographs (Experiment 1), the Baidu system had the highest overall accuracy value (95.8%), followed by Amazon
(86.8%), Microsoft Azure (84.7%), Face++ (81.5%), and
Affectiva (67.0%). Likewise, a recent validation analysis
using similar facial expression databases [96] found that
Affectiva had an overall accuracy value of 73%, which
is comparable to our result of 67.0%. That analysis also
reported that Affectiva usually confused fear with surprise
and anger with sadness, which is in line with our findings. Furthermore, previous works using human judges have
shown that participants achieved an overall accuracy between
82% and 85% [65,67,81,106]. Our results highlight that most
of the popular commercial systems, particularly those using
a deep neural network approach, can achieve accuracy rates
comparable to human judges and sometimes even outperform
them.
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Fig. 11 Example of noise manipulations
Table 9 Detailed results of
noise manipulations

Amazon
Original
σ = 10
σ = 40
σ = 70

Baidu

Face++

Microsoft

Affectiva

OA

86.8

95.8

81.5

84.7

67.0

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

97.4

OA

86.3

95.2

82.6

84.4

66.1

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

98.6

OA

75.7

78.5

77.8

81.2

27.3

DR

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

93.9

OA

52.4

54.7

70.3

74.2

5.6

DR

100.0

95.9

99.2

99.8

30.5

Bold values indicate the highest value (horizontal direction) among all systems under different conditions
OA overall accuracy (%), DR detection rate (%)
Fig. 12 Overall accuracy under
different noise conditions

Another noteworthy observation is that the tested systems were most accurate when identifying and classifying
the happy emotion, and least accurate when processing the
fear emotion. Similarly, previous works have shown that the
happy emotion is also the easiest emotion to distinguish for
human observers, and the fear emotion is the hardest [46,65].
This similarity is not surprising given that automated facial
emotion recognition systems rely on human-generated labels
to improve their performance.

6.2 Facial emotion recognition with reduced quality
images

ing on the particular reason behind the poor quality of the
images. This is most likely because different systems rely
on their own training datasets, with their own set of biases.
This finding highlights that a one system approach for facial
emotion recognition in real-world scenarios is far from ideal.
Instead, a robust system that uses facial expressions for emotion recognition should first determine the quality of the
image and the level of distortion and then route the image
to the facial emotion recognition system that is most likely
to produce a reliable result (or discard the image if the quality
is particularly poor).
Our recommendations are the following:

From the results of Experiment 2, we find that the tested
systems have different advantages and limitations depend-

– For rotation, we recommend Baidu as the best system
and Amazon as the second best;
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– For partial face, on the x-axis, we recommend the use
of Baidu for low-level visible face changes and Amazon
for high-level visible face changes; on the y-axis, we
recommend Baidu as first choice;
– For brightness, we recommend using Baidu when encountering underexposure or low- and medium-level overexposure, and Amazon when encountering high-level
overexposure. We do not recommend Baidu at high-level
overexposure;
– For blur, we recommend using Baidu when processing
low- and medium-level image blurring, and Amazon or
Face++ system when processing high-level image blurring;
– For noise, we recommend the use of Baidu at low-level
noise strength and the use of Microsoft Azure or Face++
at medium- and high-level noise strength.
The reason why facial emotion recognition systems have
poor overall accuracy rates in certain conditions is also
noteworthy. There are two kinds of detection failures: face
detection failure (“missed”) and emotion detection failure
(“incorrect”). In detail,
– For Amazon Rekognition, emotion detection failure is
the main issue and present itself as an opportunity for
further improvement;
– For Baidu and Face++, not only emotion detection but
also face detection needs to be improved for high-level
partial face and underexposure/overexposure manipulations;
– Microsoft Azure suffers from both emotion detection failure and face detection failure at high-level changes of
rotation, partial face, and brightness manipulations;
– Affectiva is very sensitive to most of the low- and highlevel manipulations.
Finally, we note that the evaluated systems are likely to be
improved in the future, and that other systems may emerge
with a whole new set of advantages and limitations. Also,
there are studies that show human beings have the capability
to recognize very distorted images [6,23,28,29,100], which
means existing recognition systems still have potential to
overcome their limitations and achieve stronger robustness.
Thus, another contribution of our work is the categorization
and operationalization of the distortions that can lead to poorquality images and which are likely to occur in real-world
scenarios, e.g., smartphone usage. These manipulations can
be used as standard methods for evaluating other facial emotion recognition systems, or for further improving the five
systems validated in this study. Not only that researchers can
also use our approach to build their own datasets for validation analysis according to different needs.
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6.3 Limitations
There are limitations in our study. First, in Experiment 2, we
analyzed and assessed the impacts of image manipulations
using a relatively high-level of granularity (e.g., increments
of 15◦ for the rotation condition). Thus, a finer-grained
manipulation of the images may yield a more detailed validation study in the future. Second, we evaluated the impact of
different distortion factors independently. Future work could
investigate the potential for combination effects and even the
prioritization of the individual factors. Third, it is likely that
most of these systems will update their frameworks and corresponding network features and weights regularly, which may
influence their performance under the different presented
conditions. To tackle this issue, we recommend re-using or
even automating our method to evaluate new commercial and
non-commercial systems that may appear in the future.

7 Conclusion
In this study, we utilized three commonly used facial expression databases and proposed a series of manipulations to
simulate potential image quality reduction problems that
are likely to occur during real-world smartphone usage. We
conducted two experiments in order to assess the facial
emotion recognition capabilities of five popular commercial emotion recognition systems: Amazon, Baidu, Face++,
Microsoft Azure, and Affectiva. Through our experiments,
we found that each system has its own strengths and limitations under different distortion conditions (rotation, partial
face, brightness, blur, noise). Based on our findings, we offer
recommendations on how to achieve reliable facial emotion
recognition results for applications in the wild, by selecting
different systems depending on the nature of the captured
image. Finally, we recommend the use of our image manipulation methods for future testing of facial emotion recognition
system performance.
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